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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Thanks to its unique precision, robustness, and reliability, Ultra-Wideband (UWB) has re-

emerged as a secure, fine ranging technology capable of enabling a wide range of innova-

tive location-based user experiences and services that previous wireless technologies have 

been unable to effectively support. This includes a combination of device-to-device and de-

vice-to-infrastructure applications, including hands-free secure vehicle and building access, 

indoor localization, asset tracking, hands-free payments, seamless smart home interaction 

and automation, augmented reality, gaming, and a whole range of emerging smart build-

ing, smart city, industrial, and other IoT applications. While there are numerous hurdles for 

the technology to overcome—including standardization and interoperability, widespread 

chipset and device availability, greater education, and awareness, among others—ABI 

Research believes that UWB technology has the potential to become a ubiquitous tech-

nology embedded within smartphones and vehicles, which will act as a catalyst for large 

scale UWB adoption across a whole range of new IoT applications. By 2025, ABI Research 

anticipates there will be over 1 billion annual device shipments of UWB technology. 

However, the real potential of UWB technology will come as the ecosystem develops, the 

installed base of devices increases, and truly innovative and compelling secure-ranging use 

cases across various IoT end markets are envisioned and realized.  
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INTRODUCTION
The installed base of connected devices is expected to reach over 66 billion by 2025, spanning across a 

number of verticals, including mobile devices, PCs, wearables, home entertainment, smart home, consumer 

electronics, automotive, smart building, smart city, industrial, and other IoT applications, according to ABI 

Research. Enabling this tremendous growth are a range of different wireless connectivity technologies, each 

with their own specific strengths and weaknesses, which continue to evolve in better service new use cases, 

enhance performance within existing domains, or to help create unique end user experiences and services 

that will drive the market forward. 

Wi-Fi, for example, continues to evolve via Wi-Fi 6 and 6E to enable faster, more efficient, more reliable, and 

lower latency connectivity, addressing growing performance and traffic demands. Bluetooth has introduced 

support for mesh networking to better address more scalable commercial lighting and sensor networks, 

as well as added Direction Finding capabilities for enhanced positioning performance and enabling en-

hanced personal and public audio experiences thanks to the arrival of LE Audio. Near-field communication 

(NFC) has recently introduced wireless charging capabilities that allow NFC devices such as smartphones to 

charge small battery constrained devices such as wearables, earbuds, and accessories. NFC tags are also 

evolving to support anti-tamper and additional security capabilities to enable a range of anti-counterfeiting, 

brand protection, and supply chain tracking use cases. In short, the wireless connectivity landscape as a 

whole is continuing to evolve to better service the vast array of applications and market opportunities that 

the IoT promises. 

However, there is no one-size fits all technology, and each one has unique characteristics making them 

better suited to certain use cases, whether that be range, power consumption, throughput, security, or 

other metrics. Ultra-Wideband (UWB) has recently re-emerged and evolved, thanks to its unique technical 

features and characteristics that set it apart from what is on the market today. These unique features allow 

it to take advantage of growing demands for secure ranging and localization within a variety of automotive, 

industrial, and IoT applications, enabling new user experiences that existing technologies have not been 

able to address effectively to date. 

ENTER ULTRA-WIDEBAND (UWB)
Ultra-Wideband is not a new technology. Originally used for military communications, UWB was authorized 

for commercial use by the Federal Communications Commission of the United States in 2002, allowing 

operation on the unlicensed 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz spectrum. Initially positioned as a data transfer technol-

ogy in a similar vein to Wi-Fi, for various reasons including power restrictions, UWB was unable to succeed. 

Since then, the technology has repositioned itself, shifting away from data transfer applications and moving 

towards an impulse radio based secure ranging and localization technology, built upon the IEEE 802.15.4a 

and IEEE 802.15.4z standards. Over the last decade, 802.15.4a based solutions have started to see in-

creased adoption within high accuracy indoor real-time locating system (RTLS) applications, while in the last 

few years, development of the 802.15.4z standard has led to additional security extensions being added 

to the technology. These will provide UWB with the ability to provide secure, authentic, centimeter-level 

accurate distance and location measurement, enabling a number of secure fine ranging and positioning ap-

plications demanded by automotive, mobile, smart home, smart building, and other IoT solution providers. 

Figure 1 highlights the history of UWB technology. 
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Figure 1: The History of UWB  
Source: FiRa Consortium

HOW DOES UWB WORK?
Ultra-Wideband is a short-range impulse radio technology that can securely and accurately calculate the 

relative position of other UWB-enabled devices at a distance of up to 100 meters with up to 10 cm of ac-

curacy. As the name suggests, UWB uses a wide channel bandwidth (500 MHz) between 3.1 GHz and 10.6 

GHz and short two nanosecond (2 ns) pulses to accurately measure the Time-of-Flight (ToF) between two 

devices, such as smartphones, wearables, keys, tags, door locks, and anchor points. When in proximity, 

these devices begin ranging using ToF measurements that calculate the roundtrip time of the communica-

tion. One device can therefore calculate the relative location of the other instantly (with refresh rates at 100 

times per second) and continuously, with movements being monitored in real-time. Meanwhile, angle of ar-

rival techniques ensure that the system knows the precise location and direction of a device, ensuring that 

devices such as door locks can determine what side of the door a user is standing, and fully understand 

user intent. 

WHAT MAKES UWB UNIQUE? 
UWB has a number of benefits over other technologies, particularly related to positioning accuracy, latency, 

robustness, and security. While other technologies often calculate distance and location information from 

signal strength via RSSI (received signal strength indication) techniques, these systems can be subjected 

to relay station attacks from unauthorized remote users, which involves the interception and spoofing of 

the wireless signals, causing false readings. UWB provides much greater resistance to these attacks as it is 

able to determine the ToF more accurately between two devices. This means it can detect when the ToF 

is too long for the device to truly be in close proximity, prohibiting relay attacks and determining the exact 

distance between devices at all times. 
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Wide bandwidths and short pulses allow for both low latency (<10 ms) and strong performance in multipath 

environments, adding to the robustness and integrity of UWB ranging techniques. This allows for both 

real-time and highly reliable location estimates. While calculating distance based on RSSI is well proven, in 

real-world environments, any obstructions such as walls, people, and objects will attenuate the power of the 

signal, sometimes making the distance between objects appear further that it is. RSSI is also more sensi-

tive to multipath, reducing the accuracy of positioning, while also being more sensitive to interference from 

other RF (radio-frequency) devices in close proximity. In contrast, UWB’s ToF implementation is much more 

robust to obstructions and interference and provides strong localization performance in both line-of-sight 

and non-line-of-sight deployment scenarios. As UWB operates in the 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz part of the spec-

trum, it remains distanced from the cluttered 2.4 GHz band that other technologies operate in, and allows it 

to work alongside Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, NFC, and satellite navigation with little interference.

802.15.4Z AND SECURE RANGING 
Rather than security being an add-on feature for certain use cases, UWB has evolved to become security 

centric technology. Much of the recent momentum for UWB and new security enhancements has come 

from the automotive and access control industries, where not only accuracy is vital, but more important 

is the ability to prevent advanced spoofing or relay attacks that other technologies have been susceptible 

to. Being able to authenticate the security and integrity of a signal is one of UWB’s greatest differentiators 

within these markets and has the potential to enable new secure use cases in the future, ranging from ac-

cess control to hands-free mobile payments. 

In addition to the inherently secure technical features of UWB, additional security extensions have been 

introduced within the 802.15.4z amendment, published in August 2020. These security extensions help to 

protect UWB deployments against more advanced attacks. An extra portion of the PHY (physical layer) is 

being used to send and receive data, adding cryptography and random number generation, making UWB 

resistant to relay station attacks. Scrambled Timestamp Sequence (STS) uses random number generation 

and cryptography to protect the transmitted timestamp data that measures the distance between two 

devices, preventing even more advanced relay attacks. Combined, these efforts make it extremely difficult 

for a third party to intercept or edit UWB timestamps, make relay attacks virtually impossible, and keeping 

all information safe. 

INTEROPERABILITY WITH OTHER TECHNOLOGIES
As discussed, UWB is not just another connectivity technology. Instead, it is being adapted specifically to 

target secure fine ranging applications. As a result, it will be complementary to many existing technologies 

such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth Low Energy, and NFC, while also leveraging the unique strengths of each in order 

to be deployed effectively. These technologies also have the benefit of broad market adoption and are inte-

grated within many devices today, making them easy to combine with UWB when it is added to a device. 

Bluetooth LE will become one of the most common technologies to be integrated alongside UWB, enabling 

UWB’s improved visibility and location accuracy without significantly reducing device battery life. Bluetooth 

LE is already embedded within many devices that UWB is targeting, such as smartphones, but currently of-

fers lower power consumption. For automotive and access control applications, Bluetooth LE acts as a low 

power discovery and wake-up radio, helps to authenticate the user and exchange credentials, and hands 

over to UWB to begin the secure ranging process. As Bluetooth LE is lower power technology, it allows 

devices to have extended battery life, waking up UWB only when required. This ensures that highly accurate 

location information is provided without compromising user experiences. The FiRa Consortium outlines this 

scenario in access control applications in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: UWB and Bluetooth LE Interoperability for Access Control Applications
Source: FiRa Consortium

NFC is another well-established technology that requires much closer proximity to trigger an action. How-

ever, it is a very low power technology that can operate even when a device has insufficient battery left to 

power the rest of the device. This means that NFC has the ability to be used as a redundancy system for 

when an UWB-enabled device’s battery has run out, ensuring that users still have the ability to unlock a 

vehicle or gain access to a building. NFC can also be leveraged to locate lost UWB tags, taking advantage of 

the wide installed base of NFC enabled smartphones. For example, lost Apple AirTags can be tapped by an 

NFC enabled smartphone to display the contact information of the tag owner, helping return lost items. For 

these reasons, NXP Semiconductors has combined UWB with NFC, alongside a secure element and em-

bedded SIM (eSIM) within their TrimensionTM chipsets. This has already been deployed in flagship smart-

phones, such as the latest Galaxy S21+.

UWB can also be combined with Wi-Fi infrastructure to help deploy accurate indoor navigation and asset 

tracking applications within commercial spaces. For example, Cisco recently partnered with UWB solution 

provider Sewio to integrate its UWB anchor into Cisco Wi-Fi APs, providing them with more accurate location 

capabilities while at the same time minimizing the need to invest in a separate UWB infrastructure, decreas-

ing deployment costs and complexity. 

UWB is therefore not only complementary to other well-established wireless technologies but will exten-

sively rely on their close cooperation to maximize the utility and rollout of UWB’s fine ranging capabilities. 

This will enable many different secure ranging use cases while maximizing user convenience, streamlining 

deployment, and providing better end user experiences. Solution providers who can offer integrated solu-

tions that combine the best features of all these technologies in reference designs and integrated chipsets 

will be well placed to take advantage of UWB’s projected growth.  

UWB SUPPORTED BY A GROWING ECOSYSTEM 
The last few years have laid the foundation for UWB to become a mainstream fine ranging technology 

across a number of consumer and IoT applications over the next decade. ABI Research expects 2021 to 

be a critical juncture in UWB’s rollout and increased adoption thanks to wider chipset availability, adoption 

across multiple segments, and the formation of a strong UWB ecosystem across the whole supply chain. 

A number of key product and industry organization announcements in 2019, 2020, and early 2021 have 

demonstrated that UWB is here to stay. 
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CURRENT STATE OF ADOPTION 
The desire to solve the automotive industry’s challenge of providing a secure, interoperable, hands-free, 

digital key experience has led to the resurgence of UWB technology and has encouraged more automotive 

and device OEMs (original equipment manufacturers) to investigate and offer UWB enabled devices. Thanks 

to the availability of secure fine ranging through the IEEE 802.15.4z standard, secure car access will act as 

a catalyst for the first adoption wave within the automotive and mobile device industry. Of key importance 

to the success of UWB within the automotive space is its backing from the Car Connectivity Consortium 

(CCC). This organization focuses on enabling smartphone-to-car connectivity solutions across different 

technologies, including UWB, with an aim to provide consistent user experiences and interoperability. It 

has a number of stakeholders, including car OEMs, automotive Tier One suppliers, phone manufacturers, 

chipset vendors, security product suppliers, and app developers. Its board of directors includes individu-

als from Apple, BMW, LG, Panasonic, Samsung, VW, and more. Through its Digital Key 3.0 specification, set 

for release in mid-2021, the CCC is seeking to create an open standard that allows smart devices such as 

mobile phones to function as a key that will seamlessly lock, unlock, and start vehicles from the pocket. It 

will also allow these devices to store, authenticate, and share digital keys with friends, co-workers, family, or 

valets, providing a secure, handsfree, unified experience across all vehicles. The Digital Key 3.0 specification 

builds on the NFC enabled 2.0 specification, adding support for Bluetooth LE and UWB. This enables initial 

wake up and authentication over Bluetooth and secure ranging using UWB, with NFC as a backup. In Janu-

ary 2021, BMW announced that the BMW Digital Key Plus with UWB technology will be coming to the BMW 

iX electric vehicle range, promoting UWB’s strong precision and its ability to prevent relay attacks. The solu-

tion is based on the Car Connectivity Consortium’s Digital Key 3.0 specification and is supported by iOS 14 

UWB enabled iPhones. ABI Research anticipates that around 25% of cars shipping in 2025 will come 

equipped with UWB access technology, with UWB expected to become the major mobile car access 

technology in the future. 

Apple’s decision to develop and utilize its own UWB chip in its iPhone 11 and iPhone 12 series of devices 

in late 2019 and throughout 2020 has given significant attention to UWB technology. Samsung introduced 

UWB within its Galaxy Note 20 Ultra and Z Fold 2 in August 2020 and has since incorporated this into its 

latest Galaxy S21 Ultra and Galaxy S21+ devices released in January 2021.  By 2025, ABI Research expects 

that UWB technology will be present in over 1/3 of smartphones shipping that year, equating to well 

over 500 million annual shipments. Apple has also added UWB to its latest Apple Watch Series 6, demon-

strating its commitment to the formation of a strong UWB ecosystem within its devices. This increased mo-

bile and wearable market presence will help to lay the foundation for UWB’s future success across a wide 

range of IoT applications. Meanwhile, the availability of new development tools from NXP’s Trimension UWB 

portfolio will allow developers to create innovative UWB products and applications that can interoperate 

with Apple’s U1 enabled devices. This is a vital step in helping to kickstart the wider UWB device ecosystem. 

However, as within the automotive realm via the CCC, the standardization of UWB’s capabilities within 

smartphones and other emerging IoT use cases will be critical if it is to become successful. In August 2019, 

the Fine Ranging Consortium (FiRa) was founded by NXP, Samsung, Bosch, and HID Global. The FiRa Con-

sortium seeks to aid with the promotion, development, and adoption of fine ranging and positioning use 

cases associated with UWB, ensuring that an interoperable, holistic, inter-connected system is provided. In 

terms of activities, the FiRa Consortium helps to identify and develop new UWB use cases and opportuni-

ties to encourage market players to embrace it by creating devices and solutions that are relevant to end 

users. It also defines standards and certifications for interoperability among chipsets, devices, and solutions 

to provide seamless, safe experiences without restrictions. Within this, it develops testing specifications 
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and certification programs for both the UWB PHY and MAC and relevant services based on 802.15.4/15.4z 

standards, alongside organizing interoperability testing events. This ensures the whole ecosystem remains 

interoperable, which will be vital as UWB expands beyond connected car use cases and into the wider IoT. 

As Figure 3 shows, as of May 2021, the organization has expanded to over 80 members across the automo-

tive, mobile, and IoT segments. 

Figure 3: Key FiRa Consortium Sponsor, Contributor and Associate Members 
Source: FiRa Consortium

Alongside this, the UWB Alliance is another UWB organization aiming to create a favorable regulatory and spec-

trum landscape for UWB technology, working on securing rulesets to expand new use cases, enabling spec-

trum sharing with low interference, making additional spectrum available, and influencing regional regulatory 

bodies for global expansion of UWB spectrum. In June 2020, the UWB Alliance and FiRa Consortium announced 

a formal liaison to help accelerate the development and adoption of UWB technology, with the former focusing 

on regulation, and the latter on use case specifications, interoperability, and certification programs.

The UWB ecosystem is also being backed by a number of chipset vendors. In addition to Apple’s own U1 

chip, other key industry players include Qorvo, who completed its acquisition of UWB pioneer Decawave 

in February 2020; STMicroelectronics, who acquired UWB specialist BeSpoon in July 2020; and NXP, who 

announced its first wave of UWB chipsets for mobile and automotive devices in September 2019. NXP has 

recently extended its UWB portfolio by unveiling dedicated IoT solutions, targeting use cases such as smart 

locks and Real-Time Location System (RTLS) anchor points and tags, building on its existing smartphone and 

automotive UWB solutions. There are also a number of other UWB chipset providers who provide their own 

unique solutions to the market, including highly specialized industrial micro-location solutions, low-latency 

audio and accessory chipsets, and battery-less asset tracking technologies tags. Many of these may join the 

FiRa Consortium over time. 

IOT USE CASES FOR UWB
Combined, these efforts are leading to growing opportunities for UWB across a growing number of markets. 

However, successful IoT deployments of UWB require strong, interoperable solutions that allow different 

UWB-enabled devices from many different companies to be brought together to support a variety of use 

cases. UWB’s availability within a growing number of smartphones will help to enable UWB’s expansion into 

a variety of IoT markets, which is still in its very early stages today. This whitepaper therefore serves as a 

timely introduction to UWB’s expansion into the IoT market, highlighting some of the emerging use cases for 

UWB across the IoT, including access control, RTLS and asset tracking, smart home control and automation, 
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and indoor navigation, as well as looking further ahead into new IoT use cases that UWB will enable. In ad-

dition, it will provide strategic recommendations on how UWB can best build success within these markets 

and highlight some of the biggest opportunities for the technology in the short, medium, and longer term. 

ACCESS CONTROL
Commercial and residential access control is perhaps the most natural extension of UWB’s initial activities 

within the automotive secure access realm. Embedding UWB within door locks and access control readers 

has the potential to improve security, enable better user experiences, and provide innovative advanced 

capabilities such as flexible digital key provisioning that can adapt to specific needs and requirements of the 

end user or enterprise. Much like in the automotive realm, IoT access control enables UWB-enabled end 

user devices, such as smartphones, wearables, key fobs, or badges, to act as digital keys. As Figure 2 has 

already demonstrated, a typical deployment scenario will involve a BLE, UWB, and NFC enabled reader and 

smartphone that communicates initially via Bluetooth LE for wake up, initialization and authentication, then 

hands over to UWB for secure ranging to measure distance and AoA (angle of arrival), and then triggers 

the unlock sequence as defined by a predetermined distance. NFC acts as a backup technology for battery 

drained mobile devices, ensuring users have uninterrupted access at all times. 

There are a number of advantages of leveraging UWB for access control. Firstly, UWB offers protection from 

relay attacks which make it well suited to secure access applications versus alternative wireless technolo-

gies. UWB can also detect if the user is inside or outside the building, as well as if they are walking from or 

towards an entrance or exit, ensuring at all times that the door is only opened when needed, and prevent-

ing unauthorized access. Multisession support also helps to prevent tailgating and ensuring that doors 

re-lock after the user has gained access, preventing others from following. For additional security measures, 

UWB can be used in conjunction with other technologies such as facial recognition or biometrics for multi-

factor authentication.

As UWB can track the user’s exact location in relation to the entrance or exit, this removes the need to 

perform an action, such as entering a code, using a fingerprint or facial recognition system, tapping a key 

fob on a reader, or using a key. This reduces the time it takes to perform the task, improves the user experi-

ence, and alleviates potential privacy concerns with alternative methods of authentication. 

UWB can also enable more advanced digital key capabilities. Residential users can share credentials with 

friends and family, granting them temporary access to their home as required. Similarly, room hosting 

platforms can leverage digital keys to provide access to guests without relying on the transfer of physi-

cal keys, reducing issues ranging from loss of keys to theft prevention. When moving home or changing 

tenants, digital keys can reduce the need to replace physical locks, with permissions being removed when 

the user is no longer authorized to gain access. Enterprises can more easily provide temporary access to 

visitors or delivery staff, while room level access control for meeting rooms or restricted areas can improve 

building security and user satisfaction without the need to reprovision physical key cards or fobs. Restric-

tions can also be heightened or removed in emergency situations, while in the post-COVID-19 world, digital 

access control could help to enforce rotas or limit the amount of people in a building at one time. In hotels, 

guests can take advantage of digital keys for automatic check-in and mobile entry, avoiding crowding and 

time spent in the lobby for physical key provision. In addition, end users can leverage the same UWB device 

to securely enter and leave their home, vehicle, place of work, and other enterprises, reducing the need for 

multiple physical keys to be carried at all times. 
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There is clear momentum for UWB access control solutions. Key members of the FiRa Consortium include a 

number of industry leaders within the access control realm. These include the likes of Allegion, Bosch, HID 

Global, Thales, Dormakaba, and Elatec, among others. HID Global, NXP, and Samsung showcased hands-

free access control at CES 2020, while in October 2020 Xiaomi demonstrated the concept of access control 

from the pocket along with its intent to support UWB in its mobile, smart home, and access devices in the 

future. The FiRa Consortium also has a dedicated working group working towards the standardization of 

access control use cases. This will help to ensure mobile devices from various OEMs will be able to open 

locks and readers from different OEMs, and that different devices will be able to seamlessly transfer access 

control keys between them. The growing presence of UWB within the automotive keyless entry realm will 

also act as a catalyst and proof of concept to wider home and commercial deployments of digital keys. The 

wider adoption of UWB in mobile devices for a variety of IoT use cases will also lead to a greater installed 

base of potential digital keys. 

CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
However, there are several challenges associated with UWB for access control. Chief among them is the small 

existing installed base and availability of UWB enabled devices, both from a mobile device and infrastructure 

standpoint. As with any new technology, there is often a chicken and egg ecosystem challenge, where access 

control OEMs may be hesitant to invest in the technology until mass adoption within mobile devices is reached, 

while mobile OEMs may hesitate to incorporate UWB until there is a wider ecosystem for their users to take 

advantage of. Fortunately, UWB is not a one-trick pony, and is capable of addressing multiple use cases that 

other technologies have not been able to address as effectively. Access control is one of many use cases that 

will drive UWB adoption, and there is likely to be a snowball effect which combines automotive access, personal 

tracking tags, and various IoT use cases within one device in the near future to further incentivize adoption. 

Historically, the access control market has been relatively slow to adopt new technologies as they must meet 

stringent performance and security requirements. In addition, there can often be challenges with support-

ing legacy technologies. There are also alternative technologies on the market that can enable mobile access 

control, such as NFC and Bluetooth LE, which are also more widely available within mobile devices today. 

While these cannot fully match UWB from a technical standpoint, they currently have an advantage in terms of 

installed base. However, the access control market has shown a clear need for mobile centric access control in 

recent years, and UWB arguably offers the most compelling balance of security, precision, and user experience. 

Smartphone and other device manufacturers, chipset and module vendors, access control OEMs, and other 

industry players need to work together to ensure that they provide interoperable solutions. The seamless 

transfer of digital keys will be critical in enabling more advanced use cases, and the standardization of this will 

help to enable innovative new service models for these industries. 

The access control market will also require the development of tailored hardware solutions and chipsets that 

can effectively address the market opportunity. This will include more complex Angle of Arrival chipsets on the 

infrastructure side, mobile chipsets, and more basic tags that can be embedded within employee badges or 

other access credentials. 

Many IoT markets, such as access control, are often more fragmented than the mobile device market. It is 

therefore critical that development is made easier and that more complete solutions, reference designs, and 

development kits are made available to help target new industry players and speed up time to market. This 

could include integrated solutions that support all relevant technologies including UWB, NFC, and Bluetooth LE. 
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Vendors should be encouraged to support UWB to futureproof their access control offerings while leverag-

ing existing mobile access technologies today. While the installed base for UWB mobile devices is still rela-

tively small today, backing from leading smartphone OEMs show that the technology will become increas-

ingly ubiquitous. With UWB access control readers requiring a combination of Bluetooth LE for wakeup and 

NFC for redundancy, by incorporating UWB now, vendors can enable mobile entry via Bluetooth LE and NFC 

entry today, and as the installed base of UWB grows, enable more secure and seamless user experiences 

over time. This will help speed up UWB adoption while maximizing utilization in the shorter term. 

While much of the discussion has been around building access to date, greater education, and awareness 

of UWB within other access control applications will also help to propel the market forward. This could 

include leveraging UWB for handsfree transit and ticketing applications with gates opening automatically. In 

addition, there are a number of potential future applications for UWB within vehicles, including paying for 

valet parking automatically, and car-as-a-key where a UWB enabled garage door lock would unlock as the 

vehicle approaches it. 

RTLS, ITEM TRACKING AND INDOOR NAVIGATION
UWB’S ROLE IN THE RTLS LANDSCAPE 
Until recently, UWB was perhaps best known for its deployment within a number of RTLS applications. RTLS 

deployments that can precisely track assets and personnel can enable enterprises to save dozens of bil-

lions of dollars in terms of enhanced operational efficiencies, increased worker safety and compliance, and 

loss prevention. In most deployments, enterprises can take advantage of multiple use cases to compound 

ROI and other benefits. For example, within healthcare environments, RTLS solutions can track available 

beds to understand and maximise utilization, trace valuable equipment to prevent theft or losses, monitor 

staff for hygiene compliance purposes, track patient and staff location for safety purposes, and ensure the 

right people have access to the right areas and equipment at all times. In recent times, RTLS has also been 

deployed for social distancing, contact tracing, and cleaning enforcement applications, helping to minimize 

the risk of infection spreading. 

From a localization perspective, UWB has two major techniques—Two Way Ranging and Time Difference of 

Arrival, each with its own advantages and disadvantages, but both with the capability of tracking objects at 

centimeter level precision with very low latency. In Two Way Ranging, the tag or device measures the Time 

of Flight (ToF) of the UWB signal between itself and the anchor point and back to calculate distance. With 

multiple anchor points, trilateration can determine 2D or 3D location. In contrast, in Time Difference of 

Arrival (TDoA) deployments, the UWB tag acts as a beacon which blinks to nearby anchor points which are 

time synchronized. As each blink reaches the anchor points at different times, the time difference between 

the anchor points can be calculated to determine the precise location of the tag. TDoA implementations are 

much more complex to set up and require strict time synchronization of anchor points. However, it is ca-

pable of supporting much more scalable deployments of tags and can enable multi-year battery life for tags. 

In contrast, ToF based techniques solutions requires messaging between devices which limits the number 

of tags within a certain area, and also places greater strain on battery life. However, ToF is generally more 

robust and easier to deploy. 

UWB technology has witnessed considerable RTLS deployment growth in recent years. Various assets have 

UWB tags attached to them which communicate with anchors deployed around the factory, warehouse, or 

healthcare environment, allowing items to be precisely located in real-time. UWB’s ability to deliver centi-
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meter level location accuracy, ultra-low latency, and robustness in harsh environments gives it significant 

advantage over alternative technologies. This has enabled it to build success in many commercial environ-

ments for more stringent asset and vehicle tracking applications, including vehicle navigation and collision 

detection, high-value tool and equipment tracking, and worker safety applications.

A new use case for the technology, brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, is social distancing enforce-

ment and contact tracing. Many UWB RTLS providers such as Kinexon, Quarion, and TSINGOAL, among 

many others, have deployed COVID-19 response solutions. For example, Kinexon launched its SafeZone 

and SafeTag solution, a wrist worn UWB device that enables visual warnings if the distance between work-

ers falls below a certain threshold. Thanks to its high accuracy, the solution was deployed by the NFL and 

the NBA throughout 2020 to monitor social distancing and contact tracing within their bubbles, helping 

to ensure the sporting season could continue. By 2025, ABI Research anticipates there will be nearly 

30,000 UWB RTLS deployments, backed by numerous UWB RTLS vendors including Siemens, Sewio, 

Kinexon, TSINGOAL, Zebra, Redpoint Positioning, Ubisense, Eliko, Pozyx, UWINLOC, Litum, Intranav, 

Quarion, and Tracktio, among others. 

PERSONAL AND CONSUMER DEVICE TRACKING 
More recently, thanks to UWB’s addition into several flagship smartphones, UWB is also being positioned 

as a personal item tracking technology for consumer applications. Smartphones with UWB are capable of 

locating items such as keys, wallets, backpacks, luggage, and other personal items with a UWB tag attached 

to them. While Bluetooth LE solutions have dominated this space historically, UWB is being positioned as a 

differentiator thanks to its ability to provide more accurate, directional, and low latency positioning. This can 

help to enable enhanced user tracking experiences such as augmented reality finding. However, as within 

other UWB applications, Bluetooth LE is also being leveraged in conjunction with UWB in these personal 

trackers for initial pairing and handover. 

In April 2021, Apple unveiled its AirTag solution which contains UWB, Bluetooth LE and NFC technology. 

For iPhones without UWB capabilities, users can use Bluetooth LE to find their devices. However, for those 

equipped with UWB, users can more accurately locate their lost items through “Precision Finding”, which will 

guide them to their AirTag using sound, haptics, and visual feedback. Lost AirTags can be tapped by an NFC 

enabled device to bring up contact details of the tag owner. In April 2021, Samsung also officially launched 

its Galaxy SmartTag+ tracker. Combining UWB and Bluetooth LE, the SmartTag+ enables AR Finding as part 

of its SmartThings Find service. Users can be visually guided to their lost device using their smartphone’s 

camera, making it much easier to precisely locate their items, and improving the finding experience for end 

users. Users can tag items as missing and other Galaxy device owners can help to locate lost items as part 

of a crowdsourced network. This could also help to create new services for mobile operators and insurance 

companies, leading to new business models and additional value for end users. 

Figure 4 highlights some of the existing solutions and AR implementations on the market today. ABI Research 

expects annual shipments of UWB enabled personal trackers to grow to 34 million by 2025, as the 

installed base of UWB enabled smartphones increases. However, in the longer term as UWB’s installed 

base develops and technology matures further, ABI Research anticipates that many device manufacturers will 

start to embed the technology directly within devices. For example, small or frequently misplaced items such 

as true wireless earbuds equipped with Bluetooth LE for audio could also leverage UWB for item finding. 
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Figure 4: UWB Personal Tracking Solutions and Innovative User Experiences
Source: Apple and Samsung

INDOOR NAVIGATION
As UWB becomes more ubiquitous within mobile devices, it has the potential to enable a number of indoor 

navigation services, making it easier to navigate large buildings and offer valuable new services. Using UWB, 

users can find a specific store in a shopping center, the right platform at a train station, be directed to the 

correct gate at an airport, the right car park space in a parking structure, or find a room within a hospital. It 

can also be leveraged for direct marketing and proximity services within retail or public venues, as well as 

providing companies with valuable foot traffic analytics. While other technologies, such as Wi-Fi and Blue-

tooth LE, can also provide indoor navigation capabilities, UWB can offer much higher accuracy as well as 

strong performance in non-line-of-sight scenarios. This could enable more accurate wayfinding and proxim-

ity marketing services. 

CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
However, while UWB has potential, there are still a number of challenges to be solved within the RTLS, item 

finding, and indoor navigation landscape. Firstly, the UWB RTLS landscape today has been dominated by 

proprietary solutions that are often incompatible with anchor points and tags from other vendors. This had 

made the market difficult to scale and has inhibited market growth. This closed loop ecosystem has also in-

hibited the wider RTLS service landscape, leading to verticalized approaches that have been unable to take 

advantage of more open ecosystems from the likes of Bluetooth LE. 

Interoperability and standardization of UWB indoor navigation will be critical in delivering a positive user 

experience. Ensuring that the UWB anchors within buildings can communicate with the variety of UWB-en-

abled devices that users bring into the building will be essential. This will ensure that, for example, custom-

ers in a shopping mall or the family of patients in a hospital can use their UWB-enabled smartphones to 

have access to navigation information, accurately directing them to a specific shop or room in real-time. At 

the same time, the same infrastructure could be leveraged to track equipment, assets, or staff. Combining 

these use cases will improve ROI and simplify management. Fortunately, FiRa standardization will lead to the 

growth of more interoperable UWB RTLS solutions, ensuring that infrastructure and devices from different 

vendors can be tracked without being subjected to vendor lock-in, opening up competition and innovation 

within this space. 
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In addition, there has been limited availability of dedicated UWB RTLS chipsets designed for these applica-

tions. UWB tags have traditionally been more expensive than alternatives, such as Bluetooth LE, which have 

benefitted from a much greater number of chipset providers and longer maturity. However, UWB solution 

providers are beginning to offer lower cost, lower power chipsets and modules that can better address 

more scalable TDoA implementations. NXP provides solutions specifically designed for coin cell operation in 

UWB trackers and tags, while supporting the FiRa MAC for interoperability. The greater availability of low 

cost, low power, interoperable, small form factor chipsets and modules targeting these applications will be 

critical in helping the market scale. 

RTLS equipment is often very complex to implement and deploy, requiring site measurements, surveys, ex-

tensive configuration, testing phases, and further tweaking. Often, one of the biggest reported challenges is 

that the cost of deployment and installation can often be a bigger barrier than the cost of the infrastructure 

itself, particularly if centimeter level accuracy is required. Greater promotion, education, and awareness of 

UWB across both end users and system integrators may lead to efficiencies within UWB deployment. 

As UWB indoor navigation requires multiple anchors to be placed around a building to provide accurate 

location information, companies are required to invest money and time into adding new infrastructure to 

buildings. This is presenting an early barrier for the application, as the awareness and installed base for 

UWB devices is still limited. However, as the market continues to build, awareness of the benefits of UWB 

will continue to grow, the number of consumers with access to the technology will increase, incentivizing the 

deployment across a larger number of enterprises. In addition, some UWB companies are partnering with 

Wi-Fi access point vendors to help ease the rollout of UWB infrastructure across enterprises. For example, 

in February 2020, Mist Systems partnered with UWB RTLS solution providers Inpixon, Quarion, and Sewio 

to integrate their UWB anchors and tags within their enterprise Wi-Fi solutions. This helps reduce the need 

for a discrete UWB infrastructure for location purposes which may be cost prohibitive for many small to 

medium size enterprises. 

Finally, the RTLS landscape is extremely fragmented with a variety of potential technologies that can address 

the market. This includes Bluetooth RSSI, Bluetooth Angle of Arrival, Wi-Fi, and 5G positioning in the near 

future. Mature, interoperable, cost competitive UWB solutions that can take advantage of UWB’s unique 

characteristics will be essential in ensuring it remains a competitive solution in the years to come and en-

able a strong ecosystem of location service providers for the technology. 

UWB IN THE SMART HOME
The vision of a fully automated, truly intelligent, highly personalized, and interconnected smart home has 

not yet been fully realized. A large part of this has been due to the absence of highly accurate indoor loca-

tion technologies that are capable of enabling the smart home platform to determine precisely who and 

where someone is, as well as their intention. The next wave of the smart home’s evolution will come from 

the combination of seamless connectivity and interoperability between devices, alongside the precise local-

ization of people and objects within the home. 

UWB has the potential to enable this much more seamless, automated, and personalized experience within 

the home, thanks to its ability to precisely pinpoint the distance and direction between different UWB-

enabled objects within the home environment. This will allow for better end user interaction experiences as 

well as more intelligent automated homes that rely less on manual interaction and can adapt in real time to 

the specific needs for end users. There are two major ways in which UWB can help to achieve this. 
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POINT-AND-TRIGGER CONTROL 
As the name suggests, point-and-trigger applications involve pointing a UWB-enabled smartphone towards 

other UWB-enabled connected home devices, such as a speakers, televisions, light bulbs, thermostats, or 

other appliances, such as fans. Thanks to UWB’s high accuracy and direction capabilities, the smartphone 

can detect exactly what device is being pointed at, and automatically open up a relevant control panel on 

the smartphone display. This can then be utilized to turn a TV on or off, select the color and brightness of a 

smart light bulb, change the radio station, song, adjust the volume on a speaker, turn up the thermostat, or 

seamlessly cast video and audio to a television or speaker. In addition to control panels, smartphones could 

also pull up additional contextual information, such as song lyrics, further recommendations, and other new 

ways of engagement. This could help to drive valuable new entertainment services within the home. 

While voice control is optimal for more simple tasks that are easy to describe, e.g., playing a specific song 

on a speaker, for certain home automation and control tasks, describing what is required can be a lot more 

cumbersome. For example, selecting a specific light bulb in a room and changing to the right colour and 

brightness is much easier to control via a dedicated app and touchscreen control than voice. However, 

the process for this control today is not yet very seamless. Users have to unlock their phone, open up the 

correct app, select the correct device and manually adjust the settings. With UWB, this problem can be al-

leviated, and provide a much more desirable one-tap user experience. 

As Figure 5 shows, Xiaomi has also recently demonstrated UWB being leveraged within a variety of smart 

home devices such as fans, lamps, and smart speakers, highlighting the growing potential of the UWB smart 

home ecosystem. Apple, similarly, has already incorporated UWB within its HomePod mini smart speaker. 

The HomePod mini was recently updated to allow streamlined handoff of content such as music, calls, and 

podcasts with iPhones. By leveraging UWB, the device is able to add visual and haptic feedback and provide 

listening suggestions when the iPhone is in close proximity to the speaker, as well as displaying controls on 

the device without needing to unlock it. 

Figure 5: Point-and-trigger Smart Home Applications 
Source: Xiaomi and Apple
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PRESENCE DETECTION AND FOLLOW-ME 
By embedding UWB within smart home devices, they can respond to specific user movements automati-

cally, such as turning on a light, playing a preferred playlist, or adjusting to the preferred temperature when 

a user enters or leaves a room, and can follow them from room to room. The presence of the user activates 

these preconfigured settings without involving any manual input, instead enabling highly automated and 

personalized smart home services. Personal profiles could be set up for homes with multiple occupants, 

enabling certain smart home devices to adjust to their own unique preferences. 

UWB can determine that the end user is within a specific room, or even in a more specific location, enabling 

more contextual interaction. For example, when a user is sitting on the sofa, the television could automati-

cally switch on and return to what the user was previously watching, as well as dimming the lights to the 

preferred settings. UWB embedded within a notebook PC could detect when the user is sitting at the desk, 

and securely lock or unlock the device as required, preventing any intrusion. As highlighted earlier, many 

smart home and building security vendors are members of UWB industry organizations and have promoted 

the potential of UWB for hands-free secure access control within both home and commercial environments. 

The low latency of UWB also ensures a seamless and immediate experience. Users won’t be frustrated in 

waiting for the lights to turn on or pointing to a device that takes a long time to open up the correct control 

panel. Combined, these efforts can lead to a much more automated and personalized smart home service 

as illustrated within Figure 6. 

Figure 6: UWB Smart Home Demonstration 
Source: NXP 
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Smart home device vendors should therefore consider developing devices that are UWB-enabled, providing 

consumers with the ability to have greater hands-free or streamlined control. This will help to enable more 

intelligent smart homes that are a few steps closer towards the seamless, personalized, and highly auto-

mated science fiction vision of the home of the future. As a result of UWB’s unique capabilities in the smart 

home, ABI Research expects the UWB smart home market to achieve a CAGR of 93% between 2020 

and 2025.

CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
However, there are still a number of challenges that need to be overcome within the smart home market. 

Point-and-trigger control and smart home applications may take time be fully realized, with limited uptake 

initially due to the low awareness and the small shipment numbers of UWB-enabled home devices. This is 

presenting a challenge for those entering the market, as it can be difficult to justify adoption when users 

are not aware of the technology and do not have it readily available in a mobile device. However, as more 

mobile devices have UWB technology embedded within them, there will be a greater incentive for the tech-

nology to be added to smart home device. Early adoption from the likes of Apple and interest others such 

as Xiaomi is encouraging. 

The smart home market for UWB is also still very immature. Much of what has been discussed is still proof 

of concept and real-world deployments are very limited. In addition, many smart home devices are ex-

tremely cost sensitive, so it may be a challenge to embed an additional new technology until the cost of 

doing so falls much lower. As a result, UWB integration may be constrained to higher end devices such as 

televisions, games consoles, smart speakers, and smart home controllers, rather than every single end node 

and appliance. This may limit the utility in the short to medium term until costs fall and it becomes viable to 

add UWB to lower end devices. 

In order to provide accurate smart home solutions, companies within the market must work together to 

ensure that different UWB-enabled devices can be controlled by one system. This will allow, for example, 

the presence of a smartphone to turn on or off a variety of different UWB-enabled devices. Interoperability 

within the smart home has been a consistent barrier to adoption to date, and the ability to ensure stan-

dardized localization between different vendors and smart home platforms will be key to building success. 

Proprietary solutions that are tied to specific platforms will hamper market growth, restricting capabilities to 

specific vendors and limiting consumer choice. Industry organizations such as FiRa have a vital role to play 

in developing this ecosystem and ensuring compatibility across many different use cases and device types. 

The wider availability of chipsets, modules, and reference designs for UWB smart home devices, alongside 

access to APIs and protocols, such as Apple’s Nearby Interaction framework, will be critical in building scale 

and interoperability. 

LONG-TERM USE CASE ROADMAP
While the last few sections have discussed some of the more imminent opportunities for UWB technology, 

in reality, the industry has barely scratched the surface of what a secure fine ranging technology such as 

UWB has the potential to achieve. The FiRa Consortium, for example, has identified over 35 use cases for 

UWB, outlined in Figure 7. This will include a combination of device-to-device and device-to-infrastructure 

applications, ranging from secure transactions that extend the mobile wallet such as hands-free payments 

and ticketing, consumer centric applications such as augmented reality, VR, and gaming, as well as wider 

smart city and smart building infrastructure applications, such as car-as-key applications, autonomous park-

ing, drone localization, among many others. 
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Figure 7: FiRa Consortium UWB Use Cases 
Source: FiRa Consortium

The FiRa Consortium has determined that indoor navigation, asset tracking, mobile payments, social dis-

tancing, and point-and-trigger control will be the short-term use cases for the technology and will be first to 

receive standardization efforts. This will build on initial deployments within smartphones, wearables, speak-

ers, access control, and contact tracing devices over the last couple of years.

The combination of precise location via UWB and seamless connectivity enabled by 5G could help to enable 

a whole new host of location-based services, ranging from new augmented reality experiences in public 

venues to operator driven personal item tracking networks, as well as wider smart city data and analytics 

driven services such as traffic monitoring, emergency response, and crowd control, to name but a few. This 

accurate location capability combined with AI and ubiquitous connectivity will be a fundamental next step to 

create innovative business models for insurance companies, retailers, public services, private enterprises, 

network operators, and many other businesses. 

While a number of use cases and devices have already been investigated and developed, UWB is still a new 

technology, and as its adoption continues to grow, so will its potential and innovation. Potential future use 

cases for UWB also include radar, offering the ability to remotely measure a user’s heart rate and respira-

tion without requiring physical contact. This will allow for new applications including presence detection, 

baby monitoring, patient monitoring, and fall detection.

CHALLENGES AND GROWTH DRIVERS FOR UWB ADOPTION  
IN THE IOT 
MARKET FORECASTS 
Thanks to UWB’s ability to target such a wide range of markets, it is difficult to pinpoint exactly where and 

when the technology will build success. As has been shown, it is clear that there is strong industry momentum 

for UWB across a number of automotive, mobile, and IoT use cases. The early adoption of UWB within flag-
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ship smartphones will play a fundamental role in developing the wider UWB ecosystem. UWB being present 

in smartphone places it in unique company with the likes of cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and NFC, all have which 

have seen strong ecosystem growth thanks to their ability to target unique use cases. UWB will add to this 

through its unique secure ranging capabilities. 

The speed of UWB’s adoption will therefore be closely linked to the wider availability of UWB smartphones. 

Encouragingly, by the end of 2021, ABI Research expects over 350 million smartphone devices to have 

been shipped cumulatively, growing to nearly two billion by 2025. This will also help to raise the profile of 

the technology within the market, an important step on the way to success. However, in order to deliver on its 

promise, there is a need to develop a secure, interoperable ecosystem across all of these market segments. 

The incentive for other mobile device manufacturers to deploy the technology will only come if there are 

vehicles, access control readers, smart home devices, tracking tags, indoor navigation infrastructure, payment 

terminals, and other IoT devices for it to take advantage of. 

Many of the verticals that can utilize UWB intersect with others, with access control, RTLS, and indoor naviga-

tion in particular having the ability to be used by a variety of verticals. For example, factories, offices, retail 

spaces, public venues, campuses, and healthcare facilities can all utilize UWB for access control and RTLS for 

personnel and item tracking. Alongside this, these same facilities can utilize indoor navigation by providing 

patients, guests, or customers with location information to help them navigate the area. 

There are also intersections within the devices themselves, with certain devices having the ability to be used for 

a number of different use cases. For example, a smartphone could be used to provide the user with access to 

their home, car, and workplace, whilst also providing indoor navigation within UWB-enabled retail areas, as well 

as control for smart home devices. Companies within the market are encouraged to either develop use cases 

that can utilize currently available devices or develop devices that can support multiple use cases.

We are still very much in the early days of UWB adoption and there is much work to be done. However, early 

signs point to the emergence of a vibrant growing ecosystem across automotive, mobile, and IoT applications. ABI 

Research forecasts that the UWB-enabled device market will reach over 1 billion annual shipments by 2025 as it 

becomes increasingly entrenched within these three market segments. Chart 1 shows the growth across these 

three key segments. Smartphones will drive the first wave thanks to their ability to be used for a variety of use 

cases, while IoT markets will gain an increasing share as they take advantage of larger smartphone installed base. 

Chart 1: UWB-enabled Device Shipments by Market Segment, 2020 to 2026
Source: ABI Research
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However, beyond the forecasted period, ABI Research anticipates that UWB has the potential to become 

a ubiquitous fine ranging technology across a number of IoT applications. Post-2025, this snowball effect 

combined with FiRa standardization, wider availability of chipsets and modules, improvements in the tech-

nology maturity, and greater industry awareness, will lead to the development of a strong, interoperable 

UWB ecosystem. However, in order to achieve this and further growth, there are a number of challenges 

that need to be overcome. 

KEY CHALLENGES AND STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS  
FOR THE UWB ECOSYSTEM
Table 1 shows some of the major market challenges facing UWB and how the industry is coming together to 

solve them. 

Table 1: Market Challenges and Industry Action

Inhibitor What Needs to be Overcome How it is Being Achieved

Antenna Integration The integration of antennas, an important part 
of an UWB system that affects its performance, 
presents a problem to the market. The size of the 
antenna is a challenge, particularly when integrat-
ing into smaller mobile devices and wearables. 

Technology providers are undertaking large amounts of 
R&D to reduce the size of the antennas. This will allow UWB 
to continue to be integrated into more devices, included 
small-sized IoT products. For more basic ranging only de-
vices, such as tags, antennas are more simple and low cost. 

Awareness Other location technologies are well established 
within devices, sensors, and companies. There is 
also a large amount of awareness around these 
technologies, with companies and consumers 
more likely to opt for something familiar. To 
provide UWB, these technologies need to be 
replaced or integrated. Low awareness leads to 
little development, so few compelling devices or 
use cases are provided, which does not promote 
further development or awareness. 

UWB organisations have dedicated their efforts to promot-
ing the technology and bringing together OEMs to ensure 
new solutions, standards, and certifications are developed, 
allowing for new use cases and devices. This has helped the 
technology to build significant momentum within multiple 
different markets, reducing the chicken-and-egg ecosystem 
problem that has plagued other technologies. 

Cost The cost of UWB components and infrastructure 
is often higher than alternative technologies, due 
to relative immaturity. The technology industry 
has previously backed technologies like Bluetooth 
LE and Wi-Fi, reducing the cost of components 
and infrastructure as development continues, 
though UWB is not yet at the same level. 

As the UWB market is continuing to develop, and as 
chipsets begin to ship in higher volumes as the number of 
UWB-enabled high tier devices grows, the cost of the tech-
nology will continue to decline, also allowing it to make its 
way into middle and lower tier products. As more use cases 
emerge, the cost-per-use case will also decrease. 

Evolving Competitive 
Landscape 

While UWB provides unique advantages versus 
the competition, other technologies continue to 
evolve to better support location services. Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth Angle of Arrival, and 5G Positioning are 
all evolving to offer better accuracy for RTLS and 
other location services. This may be adequate 
enough for many applications such as personal 
tracking tags, indoor navigation, and less stringent 
asset tracking. 

UWB should position itself in environments where it has a 
clear advantage over the competition, enabling better ac-
curacy, robustness, security, and creating new experiences 
that previous technologies are not capable of delivering. As 
the installed base scales, the value proposition will become 
more compelling. 

COVID-19 As is the case with many technology markets, 
the UWB market has seen some impact from the 
COVID-19 pandemic. With many factories having 
had been shut down and companies reducing the 
number of on-site staff, there has been a reduc-
tion in the need for new connectivity deployments. 
Many companies have had other aspects to focus 
on, leaving UWB behind for the time being, leading 
to less demand within the market.

Despite COVID-19 reducing the initial demand, it has 
highlighted contact tracing use cases, designed to reduce 
the spread by alerting people when they have been near 
someone with COVID. Alongside this, as the world begins 
to see activities returning to normal, demand for UWB is 
increasing.

Regional Variations As is often the case with communications and 
locations technologies, regional variations and 
restrictions add complications to the development 
and deployment of UWB. This increases chipset 
design complexity due to the different require-
ments in different regions.

UWB organisations are working hard to develop worldwide 
standards for the technology to ensure that regulations 
across different regions are similar and do not affect the 
market. 
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Inhibitor What Needs to be Overcome How it is Being Achieved
Vendor Lock-In Whilst the number of companies within the mar-

ket is continuing to grow, it is limited, leading to a 
lack of interoperable solutions and potential ven-
dor lock-in. Other technologies, such as Bluetooth 
LE, have much higher numbers of vendors that 
provide solutions, many of which work together to 
ensure interoperable solutions are available. 

UWB companies and organizations are forming partner-
ships, developing standardizations and interoperable 
solutions, removing the risk of vendor lock-in and allowing 
different devices and solutions to work together. Organiza-
tions such as FiRa, the CCC, and UWB Alliance are included 
among these. 

Specialization In order to effectively target a wide range of 
automotive, mobile, and IoT applications, the 
market requires availability of specialized chipset 
and module solutions that can target the specific 
needs of that market. As UWB is less mature than 
other technologies, it currently lacks the same 
highly tailored portfolio of solutions that the 
industry requires. This may require the combina-
tion of multiple technologies such as Bluetooth LE, 
NFC, and secure elements for mobile wallet and 
access applications. 

Chipset vendors are beginning to release more dedicated 
chipsets and reference designs for certain applications. 
NXP, for example, have dedicated chipsets for automotive, 
mobile, and IoT applications such as anchor points and 
tags. This will help speed up time to market, particularly in 
more fragmented IoT applications. NXP combines secure 
elements, NFC, and UWB to allow for easy integration into 
smartphones. 

IMPORTANCE OF STANDARDS FOR LONG-TERM VISION
Interoperability and standardization of UWB is vital as individual UWB-enabled devices can be used to sup-

port a variety of different IoT use cases. Ensuring this will be vital in preventing users and companies from 

purchasing different devices for each use case. This enables mobile devices to be used for applications such 

as smart home control, access control, and indoor navigation. It will also ensure that new solutions will work 

with old solutions and vice versa, allowing devices and use cases to be futureproofed. Given the enormous 

potential number of IoT use cases that UWB can address, these standardization efforts within will be funda-

mental in ensuring the technology can reach its full potential.

Standards are often agreed upon by different companies, users, organizations, and others, ensuring that 

all requirements are fully developed. As Figure 8 shows, within the UWB ecosystem, the CCC has driven the 

Digital Key 3.0 for automotive applications. This will be supported by UWB smartphones to ensure secure, 

hands-free car access, with the ability to share credentials between devices. These smartphones will also 

support FiRa standards, which will guarantee interoperability across a much wider range of IoT centric use 

cases than this white paper has highlighted. 

Figure 8: The Burgeoning UWB Ecosystem 
 Source: Car Connectivity Consortium, FiRa Consortium, Apple, Xiaomi, Samsung 
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STATUS OF FIRA CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
In May 2020, the FiRa Consortium’s Compliance and Certification Working Group released its first techni-
cal requirement specifications of the PHY and MAC layers of UWB based on the 802.15.4 HRP portion for 
chipsets, devices, and solutions. It defines how the ranging works, what ranging is supported, how data is 
exchanged, and how data is encrypted, ensuring operational compatibility. It is updating this for 802.15.4z, 
developing UWB test specifications, policies, and processes for its certification ecosystem with help from the 
growing community of over 80 members. 

Progress is building, with a number of completed Plugfests and plans to complete more. It has also made 
progress in its test tools, test scripts, and the agreement of specifications to be used for the testing process. 
The certification process is moving forward, with plans to make public announcements regarding the pro-
gram in the second half of 2021. The certification program will be available to sponsor, contributor, associ-
ate, and adopter members, while the FiRa Consortium will also list all certified products and solutions in the 
future. Combined, these efforts will help develop an open, interoperable ecosystem for UWB in the IoT. 

ENABLING A DIVERSE CHIPSET ECOSYSTEM TO DRIVE THE INDUSTRY FORWARD 
NXP has developed a variety of secure ranging and precision sensing UWB solutions under the Trimension 
portfolio of chipsets and partner modules, designed for a variety of use cases, including secure automo-
tive and building access, indoor navigation, RTLS anchors and tags, smartphones, and payment solutions, 
among others. NXP’s wider connectivity portfolio can also help lead to the rollout of UWB reference designs 
that will speed up adoption across a number of IoT markets. 

NXP works with consortia, alliances, and the ecosystem, such as the CCC and the FiRa Consortium, and has 
been involved in a number of partnerships. The company unveiled a concept UWB-enabled car in associa-
tion with Volkswagen for theft protection, demoed hands-free access control with Samsung and HID Global 
and showcased a UWB solution for mobile payments in association with NTT DOCOMO and Sony. 

CONCLUSION AND STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS
As this whitepaper has discussed, UWB is a uniquely positioned fine ranging technology with the ability to pro-
vide highly accurate, reliable, robust, and secure positioning information across a wide range of use cases and 
device types. These strengths have led to the initial adoption of UWB within the Car Connectivity Consortium’s 
Digital Key 3.0 Specification, which will enable the technology to become embedded within future vehicles from 
leading automotive OEMs, providing more secure vehicle access and innovative user experiences. In turn, this 
has spurred initial adoption within flagship smartphone devices, which will soon expand into other tiers of the 
market, demonstrating the growing mobile commitment to the UWB ecosystem. This growing installed base of 
UWB-enabled smartphones will lead to the development and acceleration of new IoT use cases within access 
control, RTLS and personal tracking, and smart home, among many other verticals. However, UWB’s adoption 
within IoT use cases is still very much in its early stages and the industry has barely scratched the surface on 
what UWB as a fine ranging technology has the potential to achieve. This whitepaper has sought to highlight 
some of these shorter and longer term IoT use cases while providing guidance on how to address potential 
obstacles that the technology may face. 

From ABI Research’s perspective, it is clear that companies within various markets, including consumer elec-
tronics, smart home, smart city, retail, manufacturing, and healthcare, should investigate the use of UWB to en-
able connectivity and location-based applications that provide additional insight, improve operational efficien-
cies, and offer new use cases and experiences to end users. 

Connectivity chipset and module vendors should consider offering or expanding their UWB solutions to help 
support this wide variety of IoT use cases. Providing a range of customizable solutions will allow the technology 
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to be used for many different purposes, providing a wider market reach, shortening time to market, and reducing 
barriers to entry. The more companies that offer and use UWB technology, the more likely it is that the technology 
will generate scale and become more ubiquitous. 

Companies within the UWB ecosystem should help build awareness and provide education to consumers, OEMs, 
RTLS solution providers, and enterprise integrators. Ensuring that the security aspects of UWB versus other tech-
nologies are well known will also help incentivize adoption. Participating and contributing to the IEEE, the CCC, the 
FiRa Consortium, and the UWB Alliance is recommended to help develop and promote the use of UWB, define new 
protocols, and ensure that applications are interoperable. 

Companies within the UWB market should also investigate partnerships to allow for integration of different 
technologies and devices, as well as to help speed up deployment. These solutions should be developed with 
interoperability in mind, allowing UWB solutions to work with Bluetooth LE, Wi-Fi, RFID, and/or GNSS solutions. This 
interoperability should extend to different UWB-enabled chipsets and devices. Worldwide solutions should be de-
veloped to ensure that different devices and chipsets do not need to be leveraged for different regions, reducing 
deployment complexity. 

Consumer device OEMs should investigate adding UWB to new devices. Offering new use cases such as hands-free 
access control, more accurate item tracking, and innovative user experiences across numerous IoT applications 
from a single device will enable OEMs to differentiate their solutions from the competition. Companies looking to 
use UWB technology should investigate the availability from multiple different chipset vendors to help reduce costs 
and vendor lock-in, also improving performance, features, and scale.

However, there are still many obstacles to be overcome. While chipsets are growing in availability from a number 
of vendors, these are still more expensive than other technologies such as Bluetooth LE, and UWB hasn’t yet 
benefited from the economies of scale and wide chipset vendor availability that other technologies have taken 
advantage of. To date, UWB has also only been deployed within flagship devices. It may take some time for UWB to 
penetrate the lower end of the device markets. 

Interoperability between devices and vendors is not yet guaranteed, which may hamper the scalability of the mar-
ket. Vendor lock-in and restrictions on compatible tags or other IoT devices may hinder market growth. In addition, 
competitive (and collaborative) technologies such as Bluetooth are continuing to evolve with new ranging features 
in the future, which may diminish some of the impact of UWB over time. 

Ultimately, widespread adoption of UWB within the IoT will require a combination of a compelling value proposi-
tion enabled by enhanced security, innovative end user experiences, more precise location, and new services, 
alongside a strong ecosystem of chipset vendors, device OEMs, system integrators, and infrastructure vendors, 
to help to drive the market forward. At the same time, a fundamental enabler of widespread adoption will be the 
ability to guarantee interoperability between UWB devices across these different IoT market segments. Organiza-
tions such as FiRa, the CCC, the UWB Alliance, and collaboration between them, will play a vital role in enabling this, 
ensuring that diverse device types can leverage secure, fine ranging technology effectively. 

However, it is clear that this IoT ecosystem is beginning to form, and while Samsung, Apple, BMW, and others have 
led the charge to date, ABI Research expects many other smartphone, automotive, and IoT vendors to follow suit 
in the years to come. The year 2021 is therefore expected to become a key year for the technology, in which UWB 
builds a stronger presence on the chipset and device market, as well as within the broader consumer and IoT 
consciousness. The real potential of UWB technology will come as the ecosystem develops, the installed base of 
devices increases, and truly innovative and compelling secure-ranging use cases across various IoT end markets 
are envisioned and realized. This whitepaper has highlighted just a few of these, and while it is clear there is work 
to be done, UWB is on the verge of becoming a ubiquitous IoT fine ranging technology that will revolutionize the 
way we interact with objects and our environments over the next decade. 
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